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The Ceracon Process
The Ceracon Process is a patented[ll, low cost powder metallurgy process for
achieving near-net-shape, full density parts. It. isasimple.· consolidation.technique which
utilizes conventionalpowder metallurgyequipmenfand set-up. The Cetacon Process is a
quasi-isostatic,hot consolidation technique, that utilizes a ceramic particulate material as a
pressure transmitting medium instead ofagasmedia as is used in. hipping. Pressures up to
200 K.si can be used and a broad range ofmetallic, ceramic, and polymeric materials and
composites have been successfully processed £2-6] .
The Ceracon™ Process steps are schematically detailed in Figure 1.

Figure 1:
Ceracon has licensed its technology to several companies including Reed Tool
Company of HOllston, Texas. Reed Tool is currently setting up to manufacture these
parts. The five step process used by Ceracon and Reed in producing the rolling cutter
rock bit is shown above in Figure 2 and outlined below:
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Figure 2: Five Step Process Used for

Rolling Cutter KOl~KDn

conventional processing technique previously used for manufacturing
part
required significant machining and welding. The Ceracon powder metallurgy approach
not only significantly reduced the machining required, but also eliminated the
step.
The Ceracon process has allowed reduction of cost to manufacture the part,
also
enhancing drilling performance.
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The solid free form (SFF) process[l]was developed by the University of Texas at
Austin by Marcus and colleagues. This process as shown schematically involves layer by
layer application of polymeric powder, and superimposing of a laser beam driven by
CAD/CAM program to etch out melt polymerpartic1es, and bond to each layer. This
process is cOmn1ercially being provided byDTM Corp. of Austin, Texas, under a license
ofU.T., Austin (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The Solid Free Form. Process [7]
The solid free form (SFF) process offers a potential to be integrated into the
preform fabrication steps ofthe Ceracon forging process. The ultimate goal is to build the
preform directlyin one step via SFF. But, the SFF process has not been developed to a
leveLofbeingfeasiblefordirect forming of steelpreforms.• The current state..of..the..art of
the. SFF technology allows only for low temperature and small specimens. While the
ultimate goal is to use a preform made by the SFF ·process directly in· the. Ceracon •process,
there are· otherateas·in the preform. fabrication process, i. e., mold •and tooling where the
SFF process appears to have potential and could be evaluated for feasibility. One such
area is theelastomericbagusedin the·. cold·. isostatic processing(CIP). method. Currently,
the bag is molded from a metallic mold. The SFFprocesshasalready shown that it can
produce complex shaped preforms from nylon powder. Thus, the substitution of nylon by
polymer for useinthe fabrication of CIPbags, and applyingthe Ceracon process to make
the part should enable bypassing ofthe metallic mold making operation. Thus significant
reduction. in machining ofmolds. and iterations requiredin the process could ·be obtained.
In conclusion,. the. preforming .• capabilitYiof.theSFF.·process • could•• be coupled•• with
result in· significantly reducing· the ·time required time ·for prototype and. manufacturing of
net-shape. powder. metallurgy parts. The Ceraconforging powder metallurgy process and
the SFF process appears to offer complimentary capabilities for rapid prototype of powder
metal parts for a variety of applications.
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